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FOREX

SOLUTION TO THE CLASSWORK QUESTIONS NOT DISCUSSED IN

CLASS

Question 27
Step 1:- Purchased ¥ 50 million @₹0.3821/¥
₹Outflow = 50 million * 0.3821

=₹19105000
Step 2:- Sold ¥ 20 million @ 0.3825/¥
₹Inflow = 20 million * 0.3825

=₹7650000
Step 3:- Sold ¥ 30 million @ 117.80/$
 $ Inflow = 30 million ÷ 117.80 = 254668.93$.
Step 4:- Sell $ at 45.02
₹Inflow =₹11465195.23(254668.93* 45.02)
 Total Inflow = 19115195.23 (7650000+11465195.23)
Profit/Loss = 19105000-19115195.23

=₹10195.23 Ans.

Question 37
Alternative a)

Forward Contract
900000÷9 = 100000
$ Outflow = $100000

Alternative b)
Step 1:- Invest the PV of Tapa 900000 at 8% p.a. for 3 months.
 Amount to be invested = 900000 ÷ (1+ 0.08/4)

= 882352.94 Tapa
Step 2:- Buy Tapa spot @ 10 requiring,

882352.94 ÷ 10 = 88235.29 $
Step 3:- Borrow $ 88235.29 at 12% p.a for 3 months.

So, outflow after 3 months = 88235.29 * (1+ 0.12/4)
= $90882.35

Alternative c)
Outflow after 3 months = 900000/8 = $112500∵ Outflow is least in Alternative (b),
A Inc. should go for Alternative (b) to minimize the cost of future payment.
Question 53
Given, 3 month Forward =₹86/£

Discount = 5%
3month interest = 9%
Spot=?
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We have, − ∗ ∗
-5 = ∗ 100 ∗
-0.005 = 	
 S = 84.925/£ Ans.

Question 70
a. The exchange rate quoted by the bank on  01.06.2002

Spot buying rate
Add premium for 2 months only Since the exporter may
deliver the Foreign currency on the first day of the option
period

46.50
0.30

46.80

b. When a bank entered into a forward purchase contract with the customer, it would have
covered its position by entering into a forward sale contract with the market for the same
amount and for a matching period. If the customer requests for extension of the contract,
earlier to the due date, it would be cancelled at the relevant forward rate. Bank has entered
into a forward sale contract, to neutralize this, now bank will enter into a forward purchase
contract with the market. And again rebook a forward contract for the customer.

Spot selling rate
Add premium for 2 month

46.95
0.25

47.20

Bank buys Euro under original contract at
It sells under the cancellation at
Difference per Euro payable by company

46.80
47.20

Rs. 0.40

Exchange difference for Euro 2,00,000 payable by company is 2,00,000 × 0.40= Rs. 80,000

c. The exchange rate at which the bank booked the contract on 01.07.2002
Spot buying rate
Add premium for 2 months

46.90
0.20

47.10

Question 78 & 79 - have to be cancelled off
Question 80 - exact replica off Q75 already discussed in class
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Question 89
a)

Alternate 1: Invest $
Invest $ 1000000@ 2% for 3 months. So,
Amount receivable after 3 months1000000 ∗ 1 + 0.08 ∗ 312
= $1020000

Alternate 2: Invest Sterling
Step 1:- Sell $ spot @1.8 getting 1000000/1.8= Sterling 555555.56

Step 2:- Invest Sterling 555555.56 @2.5 % for 3 months.
So, amount receivable after 3 months= sterling569444.44

Step 3:- Sell sterling 3 month forward @1.78 getting
569444.44 * 1.78
= $1013611.11
Investing in $ is recommended.

b) As per IRP, = $£1.80 = 1.021.025
 F = $1.7912/£

c)
Alternative 1: Invest $

Amount receivable after 3 months = $1020000
Alternative 2: Invest £

Step 1:- Sell $ spot @ 1.8 getting 555555.56
Step 2:- Invest £ 555555.56 @ 3.5 % for 3 months.
So Amount receivable after 3 months =£ 575000
Step 3:- Sell £ 3 month forward @ 1.78 getting $1023500
So, investing in £ is recommended.

d) As per IRP, = $£+ £ = . ∗ ..
 £ = 12.58%
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Question 103

First of all we shall find out the expected inflation rates in Pet land over next 3 years.
Year 1 65% × 0.9 = 58.5%
Year 2 58.5% ×0.9 = 52.65%
Year 3 52.65% ×0.9 = 47.39%

No we shall compute the spot rate for next three years by using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) as
follows:

1 Inflationof PetlandF S
1 Inflationof India
 

   
Accordingly, the expected future rates shall be
Year 1
144× (1.585/1.08) = 211
Year 2
211× (1.5265/1.07) = 301
Year 3
301× (1.4739/1.06) = 419

Question 126

We have, = 1 + $1 + €
0.9 = 	1 + .1 + .

= $0.8978/€ ( Option b)

Question 132

1. To purchase ₹, XYZ Bank shall first sell £ and purchase $ and then sell $ to purchase₹.
Accordingly, following rate shall be used :
(£/₹) ask

The available rates are as follows:
($/£) bid = $1.5260
($/£) ask = $1.5270
(₹/$) bid =₹61.3625
(₹/$) ask =₹61.3700
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From above available rates we can compute required rate as follows:
(£/₹) ask = (£/$) ask x ($/₹) ask

= (1/1.5260) x (1/61.3625)
= £ 0.01068 or £ 0.0107

Thus amount of £ to be credited
=₹25,000,000 x £ 0.0107
= £ 267,500 Ans.

Question 133

CORRECTION TO BE MADE IN THE QUESTION:-
Withholding tax rates applicable on the returns are 40% in India and 30% in Hong Kong. Instead of
15% in India and 12% in Hong Kong as given in the original Question

Receivable € 200000 after 3 months.
Alternate 1(Forward Cover)

Sell € 200000 for 3 months @ 58.96
Inflow = 200000*58.96

=₹11792000.

Alternate 2 ( Money Market Cover)
Step 1:- Borrow PV of € 200000 @ . = 0.8%2000001.008 = €198412.70
Step 2:- Sell € spot @ 58.85 getting

198412.70*58.85 =₹11676587

Step 3:- Invest₹11676587 @ ( = 1.75%)
Inflow after 3 months = 11676587*1.0175

=₹11880927∵ ₹inflow is high in Alternate 2; firm should choose money market cover.

Payable $ 100000 after 3 months
Alternate 1 (Forward Cover)

Buy $ 100000 3 month forward @ 46.02
So, outflow after 3 months 100000*46.02 =₹4602000

Alternate 2(Money Market Cover)
Invest-Buy-Borrow

Step 1:- Invest the PV of $ 100000 @ ( = 1.25%)1000001.0125 = $	98765.43.
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Step 2:- Buy $ spot @ 45.98 getting
98765.43*45.98=₹4541235

Step 3:- Borrow₹@ ( = 2%)
So, outflow after 3 month = 4541235*1.02

=₹4632059∵₹outflow is lower under Alternative 1; Firm should go for Forward Cover.

Question 134

Alternative 1 – Invest in India
Step 1:- Sell £ 1000000 spot @ 69.5 getting

1000000*69.5 = 69500000

Step 2:- Post tax return in₹terms
15(1-t)

= 15*0.6
=9%

 Expected₹inflow after 1 year = 69500000*1.09
=₹75755000

Step 3:- As per PPP, E( ) / =(1 + 	 )/ (1+ £)

E( )Ask = 69.70* .. = 71.07
Assumption – Spot Ask rate is not clear .It can be interpreted as either₹69.70/£ or₹70/£.

Step 4:- Convert₹inflow of Step 2 in £.
So inflow after 1 year = . = £1065920

Expected Return in £ terms = ∗ 100
= 6.59%

Alternate 2 – Invest in Hong Kong
Step 1:- Sell £ 1000000 spot @ 11.15 getting

1000000*11.15 = HK$ 11150000

Step 2:- Post tax return in₹terms
12(1-t)

= 12*0.7
=8.4%

 Expected HK$ inflow after 1 year = 11150000*1.084
= HK$ 12086600

Step 3:- As per PPP, E( ) / =(1 + 	 )/ (1+ £)
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E( )Ask = 11.18* .. = 11.29

Step 4:- Convert HK$ inflow of Step 2 in £.
So inflow after 1 year = . = £1070558

Expected Return in £ terms = ∗ 100
= 7.06%

Question 135

(i) Swap Points for 2 months and 15 days
Bid Ask

Swap Points for 2 months (a) 70 90
Swap Points for 3 months (b) 160 186
Swap Points for 30 days (c) = (b) – (a) 90 96
Swap Points for 15 days (d) = (c)/2 45 48
Swap Points for 2 months & 15 days (e) = (a) + (d) 115 138

(ii) Foreign Exchange Rates for 20th June 2016
Bid Ask

Spot Rate (a) 66.2525 67.5945
Swap Points for 2 months & 15 days (b) 0.0115 0.0138

66.2640 67.6083

(iii) Annual Rate of Premium
Bid Ask

Spot Rate (a)
Foreign Exchange Rates for
20th June 2016 (b)
Premium (c)
Total (d) = (a) + (b)
Average (d) / 2
Premium

66.2525
66.2640

0.0115
132.5165
66.2583

0.0115 12 100
66.2583 2.5

0.0833%

 



67.5945
67.6083

0.0138
135.2028
67.6014

0.0138 12 100
67.6014 2.5

0.0980%

 



Question 136
The US investor has actually invested in a portfolio comprising Indian Security and Indian₹.
Hence, Return computation will be as follows:-
Step 1:- As per CAPM, expected return in₹terms =+ ( 	) ß
= 8+ (15-8)*1.2
= 16.4%
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Step 2:- Expected depreciation of₹= 4%
Step 3:- Hence, expected return in $ terms

= (Stock factor*Currency factor)-1
= (1.164*0.96)-1
= 11.74%

 Expected Return in $ = (15 	 + 5 + 2 ∗ 0.4 ∗ 15 ∗ 5)
=17.60%

Question 154
The Myanmar Ringgit strengthening  by  6% means  an  exchange  rate  of  4.89  ×  .94 = 4.5966 € to
the $. The Myanmar Ringgit weakening by 6 % means an exchange rate of 4.89 × 1.06 = 5.1834
Myanmar Ringgit to €.

Myanmar Ringgit Strengthens
Before: €112500*4.89= MR 550125
After: €112500*4.5966= MR 517117.5
Transaction Loss = MR 33007.5

Myanmar Ringgit Weakens
Before: €112500*4.89= MR 550125
After: €112500*5.1834= MR 583132.5
Transaction Gain = MR 33007.5

Question 155

a) at the current exchange rates

=2400[500×51.50-(800×27.25+1000+1500)]
=2400[25750-24300] =Rs.34.80 lakh

Profit after the change in exchange rates
Profit
=2400[500×52-(800×27.75×1000+1500)]
=2400[26000-24700] = Rs.31.20 lakhs∴Loss due to transaction Exposure =34.80-31.20 = 3.60 lakhs.

b) Profit based on new exchange rate

= 2400[25000-(800×27.15+1000+1500)]
= 2400[25000-24220] = Rs.18.72 lakhs.

Profit after change of exchange rates at the end of six months.
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= 2400[25000-(800×27.75+1000+1500)]
=2400[25000-24700] = 7.20 lakh.

∴Decline in profit due to transaction exposure =18.72 - 7.20=Rs.11.52 lakh

Current price of each unit in Euro=
25000 Euro 485.44
51.50

After the change in exchange price per unit in Euro =
25000 =Euro 483.09
51.75∴% reduction in price=

485.44 483.09 0.48%
485.44




Increase in demand due to reduction in price = 0.48×1.50 = 0.72%∴ Size of the increased order = 2400(1+0.0072) = 2417.28
Say 2417 units

Profit
=2417[25000-(800×27.75+1000+1500)]
=2417 [25000-24700] = Rs.7.251 lakhs∴Decrease in profit due to operating exposure = 18.72 - 7.251 = Rs.11.469 lakh

Question 156

a. Profit at the current exchange rates
=5000[60×46.90-(10×40.40+250+1250)]
=500[2841-1904]
=5000×910=Rs.45.50 lakhs

Profit after the change in exchange rate
=5000[60×47.90-(10×41.25+250+1250)]
=5000[2874-1912.5]
=5000×961.5=Rs.48.075 lakhs

∴Gain due to transaction exposure
=48.075-45.50
=Rs.2.575 lakh.

b. Profit based on new exchange rate
=5000[2700-(10×40.80+250+1250)] = Rs.39.60 lakh

Profit after change of exchange rate at the end of 6 month
=5000[2700-(10×41.25+250+1250)] = Rs.39.375 lakh

∴Decline in profit due to transaction exposure
=39.60-39.375
= Rs.0.225 lakhs
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Current price of each unit in dollar term =
2700 $57.57
46.90



After the change in exchange price per unit in dollar term =
2700 $56.84
47.50



∴% reduction in price =
57.57 56.84 1.27%

57.57




Increase in demand due to reduction in price =1.27×1.60 = 2.03%
Size of the increased order = 5000(1+0.0203)=5102 units

∴Profit
=5102[2700-(10×41.25+250+1250)]
=5102×787.5
=Rs.40.18 lakhs∴Increase in profit due to operating exposure =40.18 - 39.60 = Rs.0.58 lakhs

Question 162
US firm wants to borrow £
Spot rate $/£
Interest rate on £ borrowing = 12%

1. £ Appreciates by 5% = (1.12*1.05)-1 = 17.6%
2. £ Depreciates by 5%=  (1.12*0.95)-1 = 6.45
3. $ appreciates by 5% = ( .. )-1 = 6.66%

4. $ Depreciates by 5% =( .. )-1 = 17.89%


